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Abstract. We describe and demonstrate the options for visual UML-style presentation and visual-based creation of SPARQL queries over Wikidata, a central Linked Data resource employing a custom data classification encoding. We provide visual presentations of public Wikidata example queries, this way adding a visual dimension to their comprehensibility. The process of visual query creation within the tool is supported by auto-completion facilities that consider the context of the already created query part, where possible.
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1 Introduction

Visual presentation of information artefacts can help their perception. There is a number of tools available for visual creation of SPARQL queries over RDF data endpoints (cf. e.g., [5, 6, 8, 9]). Visual method has been successfully used for SPARQL query formulation by custom domain experts [8]. ViziQuer [5] has shown the possibility to use a UML-style notation to visually create [4] and visualize [3] complex SPARQL queries, involving e.g., basic graph patterns, aggregation and subqueries, complex data expressions and filters.

In this paper we demonstrate for the first time the possibility to create visual presentations for a large set of generic SPARQL queries (we do this for seven sections of Wikidata [10] example query set [11]); we provide a gallery of the visually presented queries in a working visual tool environment (each visual query can be translated back into SPARQL and executed over the Wikidata data endpoint\textsuperscript{1}).

We also demonstrate an auto-completion-supported environment for visual query creation over Wikidata (involving both schema-level and data-level elements); we believe this to be novel regarding creation of UML-style visual queries over large, heterogeneous and custom-encoded data endpoints, as Wikidata is.

We discuss the solutions enabling the Wikidata SPARQL query visualization and visual query creation over Wikidata.

The supporting material for the paper includes links to the live environment and is available at http://viziquer.lumii.lv/examples/wikidata2022.

\textsuperscript{1} https://query.wikidata.org/
Fig. 1: Human eye colors by gender

2 Visual Query Notation

A UML-style visual query in ViziQuer involves query nodes describing variables or resources; each node can have a possible class name and an attribute specification list. There is a main query node (orange round rectangle) in the query. The edges that connect the nodes usually correspond to links among the node variables or resources (there can be "same-instance" links, labelled by ‘==’, and "empty" links that do not specify a data connection, labelled by ‘++’, as well). Textual condition/filter fields, along with aggregation and query nesting options are available, as well.


Figure 1 shows a simple query looking for eye color statistics of humans by their gender in both the visual notation and in SPARQL (the prefix definitions are omitted).

For visual queries over Wikidata we use a presentation by label approach for its entities (classes, properties, individuals) to ensure direct readability of the visual query presentation. The entity IRI fragment information is maintained in the entity presentation to ensure that it is unanimous, and to enable easier connecting the visual queries with other approaches for exploring, querying, and analyzing the Wikidata data.

The UML-style visual notation allows for a single designated classification triple to be shown in the prominent UML class position within a query node. Usually, this triple is based on the rdf:type property. In Wikidata, the most informative classification property is wdt:P31 (“instance of”), therefore this property is used to link a query node instance corresponding to a query node with the item visualized as UML class name. One also can specify a classification of an instance to be “indirect”, thus making the instance-to-class relation to become wdt:P31/wdt:P279* (wdt:P279 is a “subclass of” relation).

The visual notation has also custom means (e.g., {+ label}) to support the label service extension in SPARQL queries over Wikidata that instructs finding meaningful entity characterization in query results (this option is used widely in the Wikidata SPARQL query examples [11]). The languages of the label service, if not being the default set, can be specified on the level of the entire query, or a subquery.
The visual query notation contains full information about a query (in the context of a given data set schema). It is possible to generate the query SPARQL form, as well as to execute the query from the visual environment. The reverse translation (visualization) of SPARQL queries into the visual notation is available, as well (cf. Section 3).

3 SPARQL Query Visualization and Visual Query Library

The principal advantages of a visual UML-style query presentation of a SPARQL query (presumably used to accompany, not to replace the textual query form) lie within

– presenting the classification and attribute selection triples in a compact notation (that involves just a class or property name within a query node), and
– splitting the query over multiple visual elements to reduce the local complexity of any visually separated query part.

An important feature of visual Wikidata SPARQL query presentation comprehension is also inclusion of the entity labels within the query presentation.

The automated visualization of SPARQL queries (cf. [3]) can be possible due to the rich visual query constructs supported by the ViziQuer notation (cf. [1]). It has been used to create a visual query library from the Wikidata SPARQL query example set (a manual positioning of the query nodes is done after the automated query visualization). The query visualization module has been expanded from [3] to consider the special query encoding and custom query constructs that are typical for the queries over Wiki-data.

There are currently 105 queries in the library that have been obtained from 120 considered SPARQL queries from the Wikidata example query set [11]. A query is said to be visualized successfully if the obtained visual query can be translated back into a query producing the same results (the notion of mathematical equivalence is adopted if both queries time out or produce empty results). The obtained ratio of 87.5% successfully visualized queries is encouraging\(^2\) as the considered queries are meant to make sense to actual SPARQL query writers and illustrate various aspects of the SPARQL query creation.

The visual Wikidata query library is available as a project within ViziQuer environment, accessible from the paper’s support page. The support page also lists the most recent standings regarding the Wikidata example query visualization success rates.

4 Visual Query Environment

The visual query environment provides a visual-centered interactive interface for query creation, starting from the query initialization (query seeding) by a class, a property or

\(^2\) The current successful visualizations by the example set sections are: Simple queries 20 (of 21), Lexeme queries 17 (17), Wikibase predicates 7 (8), Wikimedia projects 13 (13), Entertainment 17 (20), Computer Science and Technology 9 (11), Biology and Medicine 22 (30). We expect to reach 90% threshold in near future.
an individual, followed by query expansion (query growing) that includes adding information to query nodes (class name, instance URI, attributes and aggregations, filters, ordering and slicing), or adding linked nodes to the query.

The principal element for both query seeding and query growing is auto-completion that is expected to offer to the user meaningful options of choosing the elements relevant for a particular context, including a name text search option.

For seeding a query from a class or property name, as well as for choosing a property in a context of a class name, or a class name in a context of a property, a custom relational database of holding the class and property names, as well as their relations is used (a similar solution over DBPedia has been described in [2]); the data has been extracted from the public Wikidata SPARQL query endpoint by a similar set of queries. Seeding and growing of queries by individual names is currently done via public Wikidata entity search API.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The demonstrated work shows a possibility to adapt rich UML-style visual query solutions to work with Wikidata that is a large and heterogeneous Linked data collection and uses custom data encoding conventions. The implementation of the ViziQuer tool has demonstrated the necessary flexibility to incorporate the required custom solutions.

The library of query visualizations demonstrates the richness of extended UML-style visual notation in encoding SPARQL queries of varying complexity. The possibility to obtain a visual presentation of a SPARQL query provides a benefit of an extra structural view over it. The extent of this benefit and the scope of the users and queries over which it is substantial is to be determined within a future work.

The choice of UML-style diagrams for SPARQL query visualizations can be rightfully questioned. The current proposal is an expansion of an existing visual query creation and SPARQL query visualization approach (that has clear benefits in the case of smaller and more class-oriented data endpoints) to handle the queries typical for the Wikidata environment. Its shortcomings can be overcome by further improvements or alternative SPARQL query visualization and/or visual query creation approaches that are aimed at serving the SPARQL query comprehensibility and exploit the visual query presentation dimension in query creation.

From the visual query creation perspective an important future work would be to refine the query completion services to allow class-specific instance suggestions (e.g., by integrating a FAAS-style component [7]), property-property connections (like in [2] for DBPedia) and property-instance connections (what instances can be subjects and what instances can be objects of triples with a certain property). A general observation, however, is that a context-sensitive auto-completion solution is also going to be demanding in computing resources; therefore, a balance of the auto-completion specificity and available resources is to be sought for.
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3 This would apply to any potential user, encountering a SPARQL query.
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